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Oncogene Nov 08 2022
Environmental Goitrogenesis Aug 01 2019 A balanced view of the causes and the prevention of the iodine defi-ciency disorders is presented in this
comprehensive text. The mechanisms of goitrogenesis are explained, along with preven-tive and control measures. Descriptions of environmental compounds and other ecological as well as host factors involved in this process are highlighted. Public health and economic impact of the problems and
treatment of individual cases are discussed. Overview sections include: Environmental goitrogenesis Sulfurated organics Flavonoids Polyhydroxyphenols and
phenol derivatives Phthalate esters and phthalic acid derivatives Polyhalogenated and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons Hydroxypyridines Inorganics
Epidemiological aspects of environmental goitrogenesis Goiter endemias attributed to goitrogens in foodstuffs Goiter endemias attributed to chemical and
bacterial pollution of water supplies
Angiogenesis Inhibition Nov 27 2021 Angiogenesis is attracting increased scientific and clinical interest. The identification of novel mediators and
targeting molecules has led to significant progress in our understanding of tumor angiogenesis and tumor vessel targeting. Important advances in cancer
treatment have already emerged, and in the future, blood vessel targeting will play a significant role within individualized therapeutic strategies. This
volume provides a general overview of the latest developments in angiogenesis inhibition in cancer. All aspects from the bench to the bedside are
considered, with detailed attention both to basic research and to its translation into clinical practice. Individual chapters are devoted to the roles of
angiopoietins, HIF-1a, chemokines, PDGF and VEGF, and vascular integrins. The latest results of clinical trials are presented, and various advanced
targeting strategies are discussed. This book will be invaluable to all who wish to learn of the most recent advances in this exciting field.
Lectin Methods and Protocols Apr 08 2020 Lectins have in the past been regarded by many scientists as curious proteins of uncertain structure and
specificity that bind to carbohydrates of dubious significance themselves. All this is rapidly changing. The functional importance of glycosylation in cell-cell
and cell-pathogen interactions, as well as intracellular events, has been recognized by the explosion of the science of glycobiology. This has been paralleled
by the realization that lectins, once they have been well characterized, can be extremely useful tools for exam- ing structural changes in glycosylation and
their functional consequences for human pathophysiology. Different lectins vary considerably in their degree of specificity. Some, such as wheatgerm
agglutinin, have fairly broad specificity (for glucosamine or sialic acid), whereas others, such as Maackia amurensis, are specific not only for a single
carbohydrate, but also for its linkage (2-3 linked sialic acid). Lectins with relatively broad specificity may be very useful as an adjunct to isolation or
quantification of soluble glycoproteins, whereas lectins of known, and precise, specificity will be more useful for characterization of carbo- drate structure.
We have included an appendix in Lectin Methods and Pro- cols that provides the known specificities of all lectins cited in the text.
SEC Docket Oct 27 2021
The Welfare of Cattle Aug 25 2021 This book covers all aspects of research into the welfare of dairy, veal and beef cattle, covering behavior, nutrition and
feeding, housing and management, stockmanship, and stress physiology, as well as transport and slaughter. It also offers a detailed and critical analysis of
the main indicators of animal welfare and covers the main threats to animal welfare in modern cattle production systems.
Sickle Cell Disease Jul 12 2020 Sickle cell disease (SCD) is a genetic disorder caused by an abnormality of hemoglobin. The disease is characterized by a
chronic hemolytic anemia. The search for affordable and accessible medicines mainly from plants and having various modes of actions for managing SCD is
a priority in Africa where the disease is endemic.The first chapter in this book reviews children with Sickle Cell Disease (SCD). The authors also present
their research that shows that clinically, children with SCD behave differently regarding their genetics. The second chapter gives an overview of the current
progress in research in calcium handling in red blood cells of sickle cell disease patients, followed by an outlook into the potential use of blockers of the
cation channels for therapy of SCD patients. The third chapter reviews and validates the pharmacological relevance of Gardenia ternifolia and sustains the
use of this herbal medicine in the management of SCD in traditional medical systems. The fourth chapter reviews the search and the development of
antisickling herbal drugs in Africa, where Sickle cell disease (SCD) is an endemic. The last chapter reviews SCD and its impact on sexual functioning as well
as relationship dynamics. Conclusions support the importance of social support and its far-reaching impact into the coping mechanisms of patients with
chronic illness as well as quality of life.
NMR of Newly Accessible Nuclei: Chemically and biochemically important elements Oct 15 2020 NMR of Newly Accessible Nuclei, Volume 1: Chemical and
Biochemical Applications is a 10-chapter text that explores the properties, advantages, developments, and chemical and biochemical applications of NMR
technique. This book describes first the operation of an NMR spectrometer under its two aspects, namely, the instrumental and the computational aspects.
The next chapters are devoted to some of the most important pulse sequences. The discussion then shifts to the various factors determining the position of
the observed absorption and those responsible for the various relaxation processes. Th ...
Molecular Motors Jan 18 2021 The latest knowledge on molecular motors is vital for the understanding of a wide range of biological and medical topics:
cell motility, organelle movement, virus transport, developmental asymmetry, myopathies, and sensory defects are all related to the function or malfunction
of these minute molecular machines. Since there is a vast amount of information on motor mechanisms and potential biomedical and nanobiotechnological
applications, this handbook fulfills the need for a collection of current research results on the functionality, regulation, and interactions of cytoskeletal, DNA,
and rotary motors. Here, leading experts present a concise insight, ranging from atomic structure, biochemistry, and biophysics to cell biology,
developmental biology and pathology. Basic principles and applications make this book a valuable reference tool for researchers, professionals, and
clinicians alike - all set to become a "classic" in the years to come.
Inhibitors of Protein Kinases and Protein Phosphates Jul 04 2022 The aims of this volume are to highlight the tremendous pharmacological potential of
protein kinase and protein phosphatase inhibitors, to provide a thorough overview of the most remarkable achievements in the field and to illustrate how
beneficial these studies can be for the advancement of both basic knowledge on biological regulation and deregulation and for the clinical treatment of a

wide spectrum of diseases. This goal is attained by contributions of leader investigators in the field, who address the issue from different angles.
Spectroscopic Properties of Inorganic and Organometallic Compounds Nov 03 2019 Spectroscopic Properties of Inorganic and Organometallic Compounds
provides a unique source of information on an important area of chemistry. Divided into sections mainly according to the particular spectroscopic technique
used, coverage in each volume includes: NMR (with reference to stereochemistry, dynamic systems, paramagnetic complexes, solid state NMR and Groups
13-18); nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy; vibrational spectroscopy of main group and transition element compounds and coordinated ligands; and
electron diffraction. Reflecting the growing volume of published work in this field, researchers will find this Specialist Periodical Report an invaluable
source of information on current methods and applications. Specialist Periodical Reports provide systematic and detailed review coverage in major areas of
chemical research. Compiled by teams of leading experts in their specialist fields, this series is designed to help the chemistry community keep current with
the latest developments in their field. Each volume in the series is published either annually or biennially and is a superb reference point for researchers.
www.rsc.org/spr
Paediatric Thyroidology Sep 13 2020 This book presents a comprehensive overview of pediatric thyroid diseases and thus provides a useful tool for clinical
problem solving. Opinion leaders in the field present reviews on all relevant diseases of the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis. Sixteen chapters cover
topics ranging from fetal thyroidology, congenital hypothyroidism, central hypothyroidism, inherited defects of thyroid hormone action, cell transport and
metabolism to iodine deficiency, autoimmune thyroid disease and thyroid tumors. Written by clinicians, the chapters provide in-depth information and
current guidelines for clinical problems encountered in pediatric thyroidology. As a unique feature, a case seminar collection for each chapter presents
typical patient histories providing key learning points and key references for clinical problem solving in family medicine, pediatric endocrinology and
medical genetics. Providing a succinct update on clinical pediatric thyroidology, this book is an essential tool for pediatric and adult endocrinologists, as well
as for general practitioners, pediatricians and medical geneticists.
Adeno-Associated Virus Jun 30 2019 Today, progress in rAAV-mediated gene transfer is so robust that long-term, efficient, and regulatable transgene
expression is reproducibly achieved in large animal models. The complexity of gene transfer agents in the context of their clinical use requires investigators
from a wide variety of backgrounds to have an understanding — or at least an appreciation of — the regulatory environment and constraints that affect
vector design, manufacturing, pre-clinical testing, and clinical use, with an emphasis on patient protection. In Adeno-Associated Virus: Methods and
Protocols, experts from the United States and Europe have contributed current knowledge of this multi-dimensional field relating to the biology of AAV,
rAAV vector design, vector manufacturing and product testing, performance of rAAV vectors in major organs, rAAV-related immunological issues, design of
animal and clinical studies, and clinical experience. Written in the successful Methods in Molecular BiologyTM series format, chapters include introductions
to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible protocols, and notes on troubleshooting and
avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and accessible, Adeno-Associated Virus: Methods and Protocols provides a complete and comprehensive
understanding of this multi-disciplinary and rapidly progressing field.
Gastric Carcinoma Jun 22 2021 Gastric cancer is the second most common cause of cancer-related death in the world. There are no screening tests
available for its diagnosis, therefore patients usually presents in late stages, associated with poor prognosis. Currently, many efforts are made toward new
advances in the treatment strategies. The book makes an insight into the assessment of premalignant lesions, current management of early gastric cancer,
risk and protective factors in gastric carcinogenesis. "Gastric cancer" provides a detailed description of the morphologic classification, molecular changes
and epigenetic alterations of this tumor. The book describes the role of different diagnostic tools in the preoperative assessment of patients and the most
important factors contributing to the prognosis. Moreover, it describes the current surgical and chemotherapeutic options for gastric neoplasm. This
publication may open new and interesting gates for further research concerning carcinogenesis, genetic and epigenetic alterations, signaling pathways, H.
pylori infection, the discovery of protective factors against gastric cancer and of revolutionary therapies of this tumor.
Psychopharmacology Abstracts Aug 13 2020
Handbook of Medical Hallucinogens Sep 01 2019 "Given the limited effectiveness of conventional treatment options for many psychological disturbances,
there is growing recognition of the need for innovation, and a willingness to examine even compounds once considered taboo, in the search for more
efficacious treatments. With that in mind, our end goal with this volume is to create a comprehensive, trans-disciplinary guide that describes the current
status of research. The book begins with a thorough discussion of the pharmacology of what are often called the "classic" or "serotonergic" hallucinogens,
for which Nichols prefers the term "psychedelics." Following this are several chapters exploring the social, cultural, and political contexts in which the
hallucinogens have been used over time. The book also provides an introduction to research conducted in the fields of anthropology and ethnobotany"-Technology and Security in the 21st Century Jan 30 2022
In vivo Models of HIV Disease and Control Dec 05 2019 An AIDS vaccine is still elusive and HIV treatment continues to develop multidrug resistance at
alarming rates. Because of the similarities between HIV and immune deficiency infections in a variety of animals, it is only natural that scientists use these
animals as models to study pathogenesis, treatment, vaccine development and many other aspects of HIV. Part of the series Infectious Agents and
Pathogenesis, this volume reviews the immune deficiency virus in a variety of hosts. Pathogenesis, vaccine and drug development, epidemiology, and the
natural history of the monkey, mouse, cat, cow, horse, and other animal viruses are detailed and compared to HIV. Also included are chapters on the history
and future of animal models, as well as a chapter on ethical and safety considerations in using animal models for AIDS studies.
The Testis Oct 03 2019
Stroke Nov 15 2020 In the second edition of this successful book, the authors have again worked closely together as a team to produce a seamless and
consistently styled account of the diagnosis and management of stroke. What is different about this book? As many of the excellent reviews of the first
edition point out, it presents a unique approach to stroke, both from the uniformity and clarity of the style (achievable only by a team working very closely
together) and the integrated clinical management that weaves together causation, presentation, diagnosis, management and rehabilitation. This book
deliberately poses and answers many of the burning questions and controversies in stroke and achieves a rare combination of readability and broad
coverage.
Biophysical and Biochemical Aspects of Fluorescence Spectroscopy May 10 2020 Fluorescence spectroscopy has traditionally found wide application in bio
chemistry and cell biology. Since there are relatively few naturally occurring fluorescent biomolecules, fluorescence spectroscopy offers a combination of
great specificity and sensitivity. Historically, these features have been ex ploited with great success utilizing both intrinsic and extrinsic probes. Re cent
applications have built upon these traditional strengths and have re sulted in the development of new instrumental techniques, novel and convenient
fluorescent probes, and a deeper, theoretical understanding of fundamental processes. Frequently, fluorescence techniques are tailored to attack a specific
biological problem. These new methods in turn produce new physical situations and phenomena which are often of interest to the physical chemist. Thus,
progress in one area stimulates renewed interest in other areas. The goal of this book is to provide detailed monographs on the use of fluorescence to
investigate problems at the forefront of biochemistry and cell biology. This book is not meant to be a comprehensive survey but rather to highlight areas of
recent developments. It is designed to be readable to the novice and yet provide sufficient detail for the expert to keep abreast of recent developments. The
book is organized so that it proceeds from simple biochemical sys tems to more complex cell biological ones. Chapter I on fluorescence quenching of
biological structures is a good introductory chapter. It intro duces a number of elementary concepts and discusses applications to pro teins and
biomembranes.
Index Medicus Dec 17 2020
Retinal Degenerations Mar 08 2020 This book presents new and noteworthy research into retinal diseases. It focuses on what we currently know about
the environment, genetics and mechanisms that lead to retinal degenerations, new diagnostics, and innovative therapeutic modalities to preserve vision.
Written by renowned scientific investigators, this innovative collection of treatment strategies and technological discoveries allows for the realistic
translation of research into practice.
Critical Issues in Head and Neck Oncology Sep 06 2022 This book provides an overview of the latest advances in head and neck cancer using a
multidisciplinary approach. Commencing with a discussion of epidemiological and diagnostic aspects, including the role of vaccination and key pathological
features, the book then follows by examining the role of oncogenomics, proteomics, next generation sequencing and homologous recombination function in
predicting outcomes. The topics are presented by epidemiologists, pathologists and basic scientists with further contributions from medical oncologists,
head and neck cancer surgical specialists (ORL /HNS), and radiation oncologists in chapters that discuss therapeutic approaches for oral, oropharyngeal and

thyroid cancer. Special topics such as the development of novel staging classifications, optimal larynx preservation approaches for laryngeal and
hypopharyngeal cancer, surgical reconstruction, new surgical approaches in oropharynx cancer, potential for treatment de-escalation, systemic therapy in
nasopharyngeal cancer and salivary gland tumors and treatment approaches for tumors of unknown primary site are discussed in detail. Finally, the role of
immunotherapy in the field is highlighted. The chapters are based on the latest data presented at the 6th Trends in Head and Neck Oncology Conference
and reflect the most up-to-date information in the field. They are written by many of the most internationally acclaimed authors in the field and are therefore
an excellent source for all those interested or actively working in the field of head and neck cancer.
Hormones, Genes, and Cancer May 22 2021 Hormonal carcinogenesis is an important and controversial area of current research. In addition to
accelerating existing cancers, can hormones play the role of primary carcinogens? How do genetic factors influence hormone-related cancer risk?
Hormones, Genes, and Cancer addresses these questions. Over the past few decades, cancer research has focused on external environmental causes(e.g.,
tobacco smoke, viruses, asbestos). With the advent of new genetic sequencing techniques, we are just now beginning to understand how the body's internal
environment(i.e., the hormones and growth factors that determine normal development) influences cancer etiology and prevention. From molecular insights
to clinical analyses, this volume provides state-of-the-art information on the complex interactions between hormones and genes and cancer. The
epidemiology and molecular endocrinology of prostate, breast, uterine, ovarian and testicular cancer are detailed in this timely treatise.
Dekker Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Apr 20 2021
Cell and Molecular Biology of the Ear Jan 06 2020 Dr. Howard House, founder of the House Ear Institute and House Ear Clinic often uses the analogy of
planting a seed when referring to establishing the House Ear Institute in 1946. Two grateful patients of Dr. House put forth the idea that his knowledge and
innovative skills could be used to expand the understanding of hearing impairment and its treatment. Those two early patients provided the "seed money" to
begin the Institute. Since that time, the growth has been phenomenal from a one-man laboratory to a multidisciplinary facility boasting over 175 scien tists,
physicians, and support staff, all dedicated to the advancement of otologic research and education. Six years ago after a half-century of remarkable success
with prosthetic and device research, the Institute began cultivating a new field of endeavor-cell and molecular biology. Don Nielsen, then the Institute's
Executive Vice President for Research and Scientific Director, began exploring the potential for hair cell regen eration and presented his ideas to the Board
of Trustees. For a period of six months, we did a lot of fact finding to assess what role the Institute might take in this excit ing new field.
Drosophila Eye Development Jul 24 2021 1 Kevin Moses It is now 25 years since the study of the development of the compound eye in Drosophila really
began with a classic paper (Ready et al. 1976). In 1864, August Weismann published a monograph on the development of Diptera and included some
beautiful drawings of the developing imaginal discs (Weismann 1864). One of these is the first description of the third instar eye disc in which Weismann
drew a vertical line separating a posterior domain that included a regular pattern of clustered cells from an anterior domain without such a pattern.
Weismann suggested that these clusters were the precursors of the adult ommatidia and that the line marks the anterior edge of the eye. In his first
suggestion he was absolutely correct - in his second he was wrong. The vertical line shown was not the anterior edge of the eye, but the anterior edge of a
moving wave of patterning and cell type specification that 112 years later (1976) Ready, Hansen and Benzer would name the "morphogenetic furrow". While
it is too late to hear from August Weismann, it is a particular pleasure to be able to include a chapter in this Volume from the first author of that 1976 paper:
Don Ready! These past 25 years have seen an astonishing explosion in the study of the fly eye (see Fig.
Practical Watch Repairing Feb 28 2022 Here is a unique book. It describes the theories and processes of repairing and adjusting the modern watch in
precise and meticulous detail: a thing which has never been done so completely before in the many books on the same subject. As a text book it is a
revelation. Taking nothing for granted, except the ability to read and comprehend a simple description of mechanical processes, de Carle takes his reader
through every stage and every operation of watch repairing ...and to deal with them thoroughly is quite a programme - it takes 300 pages containing 24
chapters, two appendices and 553 illustrations. The fine draughtsmanship and accurate technical detail of the illustrations set a new standard. Practical
Watch Repairing can justifiably claim to be the best illustrated book on practical horology yet issued, and one of the best of its kind on any subject. The
publication of the book marks the beginning of a new epoch in the study of the mechanics of horology.
The Prokaryotes Jun 10 2020 The revised Third Edition of The Prokaryotes, acclaimed as a classic reference in the field, offers new and updated articles
by experts from around the world on taxa of relevance to medicine, ecology and industry. Entries combine phylogenetic and systematic data with insights
into genetics, physiology and application. Existing entries have been revised to incorporate rapid progress and technological innovation. The new edition
improves on the lucid presentation, logical layout and abundance of illustrations that readers rely on, adding color illustration throughout. Expanded to
seven volumes in its print form, the new edition adds a new, searchable online version.
Cumulated Index Medicus Oct 07 2022
Textbook of Diabetes Jun 03 2022 Now in its fifth edition, the Textbook of Diabetes has established itself as the modern, well-illustrated, international
guide to diabetes. Sensibly organized and easy to navigate, with exceptional illustrations, the Textbook hosts an unrivalled blend of clinical and scientific
content. Highly-experienced editors from across the globe assemble an outstanding set of international contributors who provide insight on new
developments in diabetes care and information on the latest treatment modalities used around the world. The fifth edition features an array of brand new
chapters, on topics including: Ischaemic Heart Disease Glucagon in Islet Regulation Microbiome and Diabetes Diabetes and Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver
Disease Diabetes and Cancer End of Life Care in Diabetes as well as a new section on Psychosocial aspects of diabetes. In addition, all existing chapters are
fully revised with the very latest developments, including the most recent guidelines from the ADA, EASD, DUK and NICE. Includes free access to the Wiley
Digital Edition providing search across the book, the full reference list with web links, illustrations and photographs, and post-publication updates Via the
companion website, readers can access a host of additional online materials such as: 200 interactive MCQ's to allow readers to self-assess their clinical
knowledge every figure from the book, available to download into presentations fully searchable chapter pdfs Once again, Textbook of Diabetes provides
endocrinologists and diabetologists with a fresh, comprehensive and multi-media clinical resource to consult time and time again.
The Journal of Immunology Mar 20 2021
Bioactive Heterocyclic Compound Classes Apr 01 2022 The chemistry of heterocycles is an important branch of organic chemistry. This is due to the fact
that a large number of natural products, e. g. hormones, antibiotics, vitamins, etc. are composed of heterocyclic structures. Often, these compounds show
beneficial properties and are therefore applied as pharmaceuticals to treat diseases or as insecticides, herbicides or fungicides in crop protection. This
volume presents important pharmaceuticals. Each of the 20 chapters covers in a concise manner one class of heterocycles, clearly structuredas follows: *
Structural formulas of most important examples (market products) * Short background of history or discovery * Typical syntheses of important examples *
Mode of action * Characteristic biological activity * Structure-activity relationship * Additional chemistry information (e.g. further transformations,
alternative syntheses, metabolic pathways, etc.) * References. A valuable one-stop reference source for researchers in academia and industry as well as for
graduate students with career aspirations in the pharmaceutical chemistry.
Vertebrate Photoreceptors Feb 05 2020 This book provides a series of comprehensive views on various important aspects of vertebrate photoreceptors.
The vertebrate retina is a tissue that provides unique experimental advantages to neuroscientists. Photoreceptor neurons are abundant in this tissue and
they are readily identifiable and easily isolated. These features make them an outstanding model for studying neuronal mechanisms of signal transduction,
adaptation, synaptic transmission, development, differentiation, diseases and regeneration. Thanks to recent advances in genetic analysis, it also is possible
to link biochemical and physiological investigations to understand the molecular mechanisms of vertebrate photoreceptors within a functioning retina in a
living animal. Photoreceptors are the most deeply studied sensory receptor cells, but readers will find that many important questions remain. We still do not
know how photoreceptors, visual pigments and their signaling pathways evolved, how they were generated and how they are maintained. This book will
make clear what is known and what is not known. The chapters are selected from fields of studies that have contributed to a broad understanding of the
birth, development, structure, function and death of photoreceptor neurons. The underlying common word in all of the chapters that is used to describe
these mechanisms is “molecule”. Only with this word can we understand how these highly specific neurons function and survive. It is challenging for even
the foremost researchers to cover all aspects of the subject. Understanding photoreceptors from several different points of view that share a molecular
perspective will provide readers with a useful interdisciplinary perspective.
Toll-Like Receptors (TLRs) and Innate Immunity May 02 2022 Overall recent research on TLRs has led to tremendous increase in our understanding of
early steps in pathogen recognition and will presumably lead to potent TLR targeting therapeutics in the future. This book reviews and highlights our recent
understanding on the function and ligands of TLRs as well as their role in autoimmunity, dendritic cell activation and target structures for therapeutic

intervention.
Immunobiology of Natural Killer Cell Receptors Aug 05 2022 Natural Killer (NK) cells are large granular lymphocytes of the innate immune system. They
are widespread throughout the body, being present in both lymphoid organs and non-lymphoid peripheral tissues. NK cells are involved in direct innate
immune reactions against viruses, bacteria, parasites and other triggers of pathology, such as malignant transformation, all of which cause stress in affected
cells. Importantly, NK cells also link the innate and adaptive immune responses, contributing to the initiation of adaptive immune responses and executing
adaptive responses using the CD16 FcgRIIIA immunoglobulin Fc receptor. Such responses are mediated through two major effector functions, the direct
cytolysis of target cells and the production of cytokines and chemokines. The authors focus here on the nature of recognition events by NK cells and address
how these events are integrated to trigger these distinct and graded effector functions.
Bone Resorption Sep 25 2021 There is currently no single book with up to date information on osteoclast function and bone resorption. A useful collection
of information, not readily available in a concentrated and convenient form on the market. Provides a comprehensive overview of the field.
Basic Concepts of Molecular Pathology Feb 16 2021 Over the past two decades there has been an explosion in knowledge about the molecular
pathology of human diseases which accelerated with the sequencing of the human genome in 2003. Molecular diagnostics and molecular targeted therapy
have contributed to the current concept of personalized patient care that is now routine in many medical centers. As a result, general and subspecialty
pathologists, clinical practitioners of all types and radiologists must now have an understanding of the basic concepts of molecular pathology and their role
in new diagnostic and therapeutic applications to patient care. The Molecular Pathology Library series was created to bridge the gap between traditional
basic science textbooks in molecular biology and traditional medical textbooks for organ-specific diseases. Basic Concepts of Molecular Pathology is
designed as a stand-alone book to provide the pathologist, clinician or radiologist with a concise review of the essential terminology, concepts and tools of
molecular biology that are applied to the understanding, diagnosis and treatment of human diseases in the age of personalized medicine. Those medical
practitioners, residents, fellows and students who need to refer to the terminology and concepts of molecular pathology in their patient care will find the
Basic Concepts of Molecular Pathology to be a succinct, portable, user-friendly aid in their practice and studies. The service-based physician will find this
handy reference to be valuable at the laboratory benchside, at the patient bedside, at multidisciplinary patient care conferences or as a review for
examinations.
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